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The set of real numbers is denoted by R, the set of rational numbers by Q
and the set of natural numbers (integers, strictly larger than 0) by N1. Note
that R≥0 is the set of real numbers greater than or equal to 0, while R>0 is
the set of real numbers strictly greater than 0. Interval notation is used to
denote real intervals, so (0, 1] is the set of real numbers less than or equal to 1
and strictly larger than 0. More generally, capital letters, such as L,M,X, Y ,
are used to denote sets. The power set of any set M (the set of all subsets
of M) is denoted P(M).
Lowercase “math bold font” letters denote vectors, so x and y are vectors.
L-collections (introduced in chapter 6) are distinguished from sets by
using “math calligraphy font”, so M,X ,Y are L-collections.
Enclosing vertical bars are used to denote the cardinality of a set (|M |),
the cardinality of an L-collection (|M|), the absolute value of a real number
(|d(x, y)|) and the magnitude of a vector (|x|).
Bold text is used to denote key terms that are defined (or at least de-
scribed), both within, and (optionally) prior to, the definition. “Double
quotes” are used for short quotations (which are also referenced) and when
introducing key terms that are not defined.
Finally, iff is used as shorthand for “if and only if”.
Abbreviations in this thesis are preceded and introduced by the corre-




This research describes and develops Knowledge Libraries, idealised sys-
tems for organising and presenting information. By providing a mathematical
basis, the definition of information space establishes a formal foundation
for Knowledge Libraries. The definition of information space builds on the
new definitions of L-collections, which generalise sets by allowing a real
valued grade to be associated with each element, and set space, which gen-
eralises metric space to better model the relationships between information
units.
The multiple search tree method improves existing metric space range
query algorithms. These algorithms are also generalised to work over set
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